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 Why I come here ?
      born in China.
    Ph.D in Austria
work in Germany 





Reduction/Oxidation of Mo Oxides
Short range order  defect structure forms molybdenium suboxide ?
Visualisation and detection by means of HREM and electron diffraction ?
u XAS studies on reduction/oxidation of MoO3-x
Presence of edge-shared octahedra with short Mo-Mo distance in MoO3-x
 (T. Ressler, etc., J. Catalysis (2000) 191, 75)
u XRD and XAS studies on reduction of MoO3
T<698K    MoO3+H2                       MoO2+H2O
T>698K    3MoO3+MoO2                      Mo4O11
Mo4O11+3H2                     4MoO2+3H2O
No Crystalline intermediates is formed





Homologous series of Mo suboxides
u MonO3n-2 (17£ n £25)
    Mo18O52 , ¼  derived from MoO3 (layered structure)
u MonO3n-1 (n<10)
    Mo8O23 , ¼  derived from ReO3-type structure
Shear Structures
Other structures
u Mo4O11 , 






































1/2 aM - 1/6 bM





















Simulated EDP and HREM images of Mo18O52 
on [100] projection 










EDP and HREM of Mo18O52


























Simulated EDP and HREM images of Mo8O23 






EDP and HREM of Mo8O23

































































      Crystallographic shearing is  important in understanding 
      the oxygen diffusion and phase transition mechanism of
      transition metal oxides in catalytic reactions.
    CS plane produces well defined satellite spots in
    electron diffraction pattern             Application of TEM
    in the investigation of the reaction mechanism in solid
    state chemistry
HREM, supported by image simulation, allows the visualization 
of the CS structures at nanometer scale             Opens the 
possibility for the in-situ HREM investigation of real catalytic
reaction at atomic scale. 
